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Title word cross-reference

(\(k, P\)) [WLX+23]. 3 [XLL+21, ZELS24]. 2 [BXF+20]. 3 [LGS+23]. \(h\) [PXW+22]. \(A\) [SYZ+24b]. \(B\) [LK20]. \(\Delta\) [TC18]. \(k\) [BBC+19, GEG+08, MKGV07, MM12, NADR21, SB24, SCS20, ZLY+20a]. \(L\) [MKGV07]. \(N\) [ML15, CBRB09]. \(t\) [SHF24].

- anonymity [MKGV07]. -ary [CBRB09].

19 [BBB+22, LLL+23b, ZHSL23].
2006 [BBD+07], 2007 [MG09], 2008 [MG09], 2009 [Wan10], 2011 [GSTC12].
2012 [ACPW13], 2014 [WL16], 2016 [Agg17], 2018 [XL20], 2019 [LGZ+22].
3E [LLY+21]. 3E-LDA [LLY+21].
8M [BT21].

ABLE [HFL+22]. ABRA [RU18].
Absence [SB21b]. Academic [WLX+23].
Accelerating [JYY+21]. Accident [LCX+23]. According [DKSK22].
Accumulated [SWH+23]. Accuracy [CSM+24, MM12, XYW+20]. Accurate [JSE+23, LNG18, LJK18, SHF18, SOK+20].
SLO+21, YWDP16, Kor10. **Accurately** [HKR+23, ACM [ACPWI13, BBD+07, GL15, MG09, WL16, ZPSY10, Agg22]]. **Across** [CRC+23, GLZ+21, JH19, KZW+22, MAHT18, WYWY19, ZTL15a, ZGQ+24, BGJV12, Jia24, QZB]. **Action** [CZV+24, HLC19, SKW+21, YLHY20, VALF12]. **Active** [BIPR13, CWF+13, Dor19, HHZ+18, HY15, XQO+24, BG09]. **Activity** [CYT+17, LTN+21, SYZB24, WLL+21, ZCL+22]. **AD** [LLY+24]. **Adaptation** [CWL+24b, LYZ+24, RET+23, SKW+21, WNZ22b, CSF+12, TLZ+08]. **Adapting** [SRVM24]. **Adaptive** [AKM18, BLF21, CTT+23, DGB16, GSK+20, GW21, HCH24a, KCR+24, KBR+16, LIW+21, LTN+08, LFL+23, NWW+20, RZV+23, SD+23, SYZ+24, TLG+24, TKT+24, WDF22, XZZ19, YZL+22, ZLY+19, ZZZ+23, ZLDL23]. **ADATIME** [RET+23]. **Addendum** [vLCV+19]. **Adding** [WGC+23]. **Addition** [Pap15]. **Additive** [LJW+22, SM23]. **Address** [CG15]. **Addressing** [RCM+13]. **Adjusting** [HSB22, RKC19]. **Adopter** [ZWH+16]. **Adversarial** [DCD23, DKL18, FJZT24, HCH24a, HMZ+22, LLL23a, LCW4, LGZ+21, LZY+24b, LJG+24, PN24, WLH24, XWZ+22, ZLD+23, ZRJ+22, ZLZ+24, ZGB20]. **Adversary** [LCW24]. **Advertising** [OCD+24, ZBL+20]. **Advice** [HHZ+18]. **Affect** [ACE20]. **Against** [AKM17, YLL+21a]. **Agent** [RQM+24]. **Aggregated** [HYQY15, KCR+24]. **Aggregation** [CG23, SJHY24, WMW+22, YZW+24, GMT07]. **Agnostic** [WR+10, ZUD24b]. **AI** [CXL+24]. **Aided** [JSF+24, LZZL24]. **Air** [CXWH24, RGL+23, WSDL19, XZS19]. **Aleatory** [BAC23]. **Algebraic** [Bur21]. **Algorithm** [BKK19, BT21, Con20, FKKD17, JSP15, LWS22, LYL+22, LWY16, LYGG22, MHS20, RGAAC+24, SYZ+24b, WSZZ14, WLD+23, WGYC21, WHC+23, YLL+21a, AF09, VAD10, WC12]. **Algorithms** [AK15, AH24, AKM20, BGSW13, BCC+21, CCV19, CPC10, DA18, DLL24, GBGL20, GCB+21, GL16, GNMQ21, GSWJ20, JZS23, LCCM19, LGY22, ME11, SLK+24, SHF18, SGCH19, SRVM24, WZL+16, YSY+22, YW24, ZXL22, ZLW+21a, BCG10, GEG+08, ZZW09]. **Algorithms-Experiments** [GNMQ21]. **Alignment** [BGSW13, HST+23, MAHT18, RYM+24, XXG+24, ZTT+20, ZWWY24, ZRJ+22]. **Alleviate** [CC19]. **Allocation** [GL22, ZZP15]. **Alzheimer** [LCG+18]. **among** [LZZ+22b, VMD+22]. **AMS** [JH19]. **Analysis** [ACE20, ABS19, AZBW21, BHW+17, CLG+19, CNZ+17, CMS24, GNMQ21, GSK+20, HLC20, LSF18, LLY+21, LAN+18, LZF+15, LWG+16, MYL+21, NWW+20, PTL22, RBF+21, SMS22, STD+18, WQZ+16, XL15, XZL21, YWW+24, YHL15, ZZY+16, ZTH20, ZWB22, ZCZQ19, CRST09, DD09, DAR09, GEG+08, LNR08, LT+08, STP+08, ZLT09]. **analytical** [DD09]. **Analytics** [AT17, CKC+18, LQW15, SGM+23, SGCH19, WLP18, vLCV+18, vLCV19]. **Analyzing** [KUU10, LCZ+09, WDD20, ASHK14, DD09]. **Anchor** [LF23, WZ+22]. **Anesthesiologists** [MMMJ16]. **Annotation** [BFR13, HLL+20, PL10, WLL+22a, WDF22, XMC+07, YCJ08]. **Annotations** [GLMW22]. **Anomalies** [CNZ+17, DW+20, LSL+22, PA18]. **Anomalous** [CYT+17, GLG+22, NLA23, WWHW19]. **Anomaly** [Aug20, BLH+22, GJX14, HQYY14, JZS23, KBR+16, LYG22, LTY+22, LZV24, LTZ12, LCN14, LLL+21, RA16, SFDW19, WJR+10, YWW+21, YHL15, ZLD+23]. **anonymity** [MKGV07]. **Anonymization** [MFHL10]. **Anonymized**
Averages [CWR23, PCVR22, RU18].

Avoidance [KRP12]. Aware


Balance [Z19, ZHF23, KU10]. Balance-Subsampled [KZW22].

Bandit [LHS22]. BapFL

[BICW24]. Based


Based [LT20, LWG24, NK21, NK20, PK2M21, RJK20, SZ22R, SGM24, SYZ24b, SHF24, TWC22, TC09, WND20, WCL19, WWW20, WLD23, WZZ24, XLT20, YHLC23, YLL24, YSL24, ZCS210, ZG221, ZL23, ZELS24]. Based-on [RLDL24].

Basket [SOL22]. Batch

[CWF13, WY15, ZELS24]. Bavarian

[CWR23]. Bayes [LL16]. Bayesian

[CSS15, CZH18, Con20, CO18, GY15, GSW20, H14, JY19, KRB19, LLY22, LGF10, LJJ22, OGB14, PL10, WC12, X21, YZ22, YLL24, ZZY24a].

BC1 [YSW21]. Be


[Che18]. Behavioral [BGWS19, CPT20, HHL24, ZZY24b, LSY20]. Behaviors

[Che18, JCB21, LSZ21, LZZ22b, WWH219]. Bellwether [CR20].

Benchmark [AKM17, LFY23, TDL24].

Benchmarking [RET23, SB21a]. BERT

[LYG222]. Best

[Agh17, WL16, XL20, GSC212]. Beta

[IAB22]. Beta-Liouville [IAB22]. Better

[LCW20, QZB23, TSK20], between

[CY11, MYB19, QZB23, Web10, XY24, ZHL24]. Betweenness

[CWR23, K20, PV24, R18]. Beyond

[BCK218, LL224, LGZ22, RZF24, TL23, YJT24, MKG207]. Bi

[LZP20, WZL24]. Bi-Directional

[LZ20]. Bi-graph [WZL24]. Bi-affine

[ZHL24]. Bias [AZD21, BSK24, HHL24].

Biasing [LWW23]. Bid [OC24].

Bidding [LCW20, OC24].

Bidirectional [CSZ21, GSG20]. Big

[AKM20, CTZ16, GSW20, RC21, SG19, WCO16, YWP16]. BigChat
GY15, HSB22, HLH+24, IKK19, JV20, JLD+19, JDE+12, LV18, LWWW24, LTB18, LZX22, LHG+24, LFL+23, MA16, MES22, PSYJ24, PNB24, SZWR22, WSZZ14, WNH15, WBL21, WPW23, WDH+24, WPD+24, WN22a, WHC+23, XLS24, XZO+20, XXZ19, YGL+22, YWS+22, YWL+24, YHZ+24, YHCL12, YDS+15, ZZG+21, ZFW22, ZYWZ24, ZLHZ24, JTYY10, LTIN+08, MWF08]. Classifier [BC18, Dor19, DIB24, JV20, SGM+24, TSRK20, WAD12]. Classifiers [AHGA14, JK22]. ClassiNet [BAMK18].

Click [DLZ+24, XYGC21]. Click-Through [XYGC21, DLZ+24]. Client [MYC+24].

Clinical [TR22]. Clique [WTD24].


Clustering [AH24, DMG21, BBK19, BGWSB19, BGJV12, BGG+15, CMZS15, CCT+23, CZY11, CGZW16, CWWL24, DA18, DA19, GMT07, GF23, GFHL23, GFL+24, GWZZ21, HYQG15, IPM12, KZM+23, KKZ20, LQW+18, LHK+18, LFXC24, LF18, LL24, LF23, MDV11, MM12, MHS20, MG24, NC22, PGR18, PFTR16, PKH+17, PDK24, SMK18, SYD+16, SNH+13, TLL+19, VSV15, WZL+11, WSR+16, WSC+18, WLD+23, WILY23, WXZ+23, XYL12, XKK+14, ZLZ15, ZZY16, ZGMM21, ZSC+23, ZP23, ZYD24b, ZLD14, ZL15, ZZY+21, ZLZL23, ZH16, ZZZ+20b, ZLW+21a, BFPP07, CSZ+09, DG10, GG08, HGV+08, TC09, WND+09, YLYH20].


Co-Clustering [ZH16, YLHY20, DG10].

Co-contrastive [WMZL24].


CoBjason [RQM+24]. CoCoS [SLO+21].


Cold [CC19, LYTZ22, LGZ+21, ML15, WZL+23a].

Cold-Start [LYTZ22, LGZ+21, ML15, WZL+23a].

Collaboration [RQM+24]. collaborations [AMIL13]. Collaborative

[AFW+21, CXT+17, Dor19, HDQ+18, LLC+21, LHZ+24, IZW+24, MYC+24, NK20, SZD+23, ZLC20, Kor10].

Collaborator [WXW+21].

Collections [HLCR20, RBBV18]. Collective

[DG07, DMI12, LT18, NLG16]. Color [BLP21].

Combination [LL24, TYZZ10].

Combinatorial [BCC+21, LGG+23].

Combining [AHGA14, GWZZ17, HKR+23, ZSM22].

comment [ZCF+17]. Comment [RYM+24].

Commerce [XML18].

Commonality [GF23]. Communication [Agg22, VFA+15].

Communities [BWD10, CCG+24, CRGP14, CO18, LFK+15, PA18, SH15, KUU10, LCZ+09, MS09].

Community [BHW+17, BB17, CSG+16, CSX21, DA18, DHZ24, GFM21, GW20, HSBH19, LWS22, LHK+18, LHW+20, LYT+23, LSS+11, NLZH20, NYLZ24, NXZ+24, PPDBLP16, PTL22, QZL23, QZB+23, RK18, Row16, SWD+21, SGCH23, SHH+20, SSL+22, TSS22, WLJHH23, ASHK14, ALB09].

Community-Based [QZL23].

CommunityDiff [DA18]. Comparative

[HLCR20, RBF+21, WZLG12, WZLG13].
De-anonymizing [CGL18], Deciphering [GXZ18], Decomposition [DSTA22, GBGL20, GCB+21, JK23, LYTT22], ME11, PFS15, SCS20, Tat19, WJLL21, XWZ+22, YWK+22, ZZZ23, ZSC+23].


ZCL24, CSF+12, KRPS12, ZP09. Detector
WB24, Determinantal [QXB16]. Development
[DL12, Row16]. Developmental [YCJ08]. DEWP
[FP024]. DiverDeepFM [CS22]. DGCN
[XLL+21]. Diagnosis
[ZC24, THB18, WLC17, XKH16]. Diagram
[WHZ+22]. Dialogue [WGL+23]. diameters
[LSF24, SKW+21, ZZZ21]. Dictionary
[GLZ+21, SKW+21, ZZZ21]. Dictionary-based
[ZP24, Diff
[CS24]. Diff-Vectors
[CS24]. Different
[ADD+16, CMS24, WYWY19]. Different-Sized
[ADK+16]. Differentiable
[CX024]. Differential [HF24]. Differentially
[E20, KFI+23]. Differentiated [KL+20]. Differentiating
[CC19]. Difficulty [ZWD24]. Diffuse
t[TL+23]. Diffusion [GRLK12, RKR18,
RABR+23, SGM+23, THR+16, WCL19]. Digger
[LSGZ24]. diGRASS [ZP24]. Dilated
[LLC+22]. DiMBERT [LW+22]. Dimension
[MG24]. Dimensional
[GLZ+21, MFHL10, PGR18, SHF24,
WHMY17, XKH+16, KZK09, PMC22,
XLL+21]. Dimensionality [CCT+23, CV24,
GNNQ21, MDV11, ZWB22, PSVF13, ZZ10].
DipMeans
[MYP20]. Directed
[BGC+22, MRW+21, ZPF24]. Directional
[LZP20]. Dirichlet
[GL22, IAB22, ZB20]. Disaggregation
[JPK+21]. Disambiguation
[PMC22, ZWB22, TS09]. disclosure
[LNR08]. Discounts [XML18]. Discover
[PZJ+24]. Discovering
[AASL23, BWD10, BGC14, DWD+20,
HGZVW23, ML14, PA18, SMA+08, SG12,
SDS18, WSC+17, WT24, YWH15,
ZJL+14, CBLH12]. Discovery
[AGG22, CYOL16, CZW+24, GGLP15, GFL+24,
LSS+21, LZD16, PL+21, RU14, SFP10,
SLW+18, WZ+22, WV14, WSM+18,
ZWC+23, ZPSYY10, RPT+10, SSK+10].
Discrepancy
[GFL+24]. Discrete
[LLL+23b, LWW24]. Discriminant
[BF+20, GCL+19b, GSG+20, LLY+21,
NWW+20, WLP18, ZWB22, LTN+08]. discrimination
[RPT10]. Discriminative
[HF12, PE20, WZLG13, WY15, WZLG12].
Discussions
[MCS+18]. Disease
[LLE+20, LCG+18, WLC+17]. Disentangled
[HLZ+23, LWG+22, QWH+24, ZWL+23].
Disentanglement
[SGC+23]. Disorder
[ASJ+23]. Dispatching
[YFC+21]. Display
[ODC+24]. Dissimilarity
[IPM12]. Distance
[AB+19, HZW+15, HML+20,
IPM2, JKB2, LFL+23, ZL+21]. distance-based
[AF09]. Distance-Preserving
[LFL+23]. Distances
[COS22, BC24]. Distant
[ZHLZ24]. Distillation
[LX+22, MYC+24, XZ+22, ZL+24].
Distinct
[VFA+15]. Distributed
[CF+19, CZH+18, DHZ24, GJ16, GBW+24,
GL22, KR+21, OZ+22a, MM+12, MFH10,
PSP+18, SLO+21, XW22, YSY+22].
Distribution
[CWF+13, CRC+23, ELH23, LWB+24,
RYM+24, ZB20, ZWYZ+24, SMW+24, PAS24].
Distributional
[XG+24]. Distributions
[CZ+22, JYD19, NK21]. Disturbance
[WSL+24]. DIVA
[SGM+23]. Diverse
[HRK+23, WGL+23, ZWY+24].
Diversification
[DA19]. Diversity
[CPS+20, CS22, HS22, LF23, WDL+21,
ZS24, MKG+07]. Diversity-enhanced
[WD+21]. Diversity-Induced
[LF23]. Divisibility
[XL+24]. DGMF
[LLL+23]. DGMF-Net
[LJ+23]. DFinformer
[LY+23]. Do
[LWZ+14, MMM16, PFC+24]. Document
[CK+18, HLW+20, JRC+23, LFG10,
LHG+24, NTP18, QCD+19, SHZ+22,
ZWZ+11, WZLG+13, WSR+16, WZLG12].
Documents
[GFG22, XRGZ24, THD+08]. Doing
[MMM16]. DOLPHIN
[AF09]. Domain
[AFZ22, CWW+24b, CGZ+16,
DSL+24, GLW+23, HCH+24a, JXG+19,
LYN²⁴, MRC²², ML15, OGT²¹, RET²³, RYM²⁴, WLH²⁴, WN22b, YM²³, CSF²¹, GLF²², WXT²⁴.

Domain-Specific [AFZ²²]. Domains [CRC²³, LV18, ZQG²⁴]. domination [ZLT⁰⁹].

Dots [SG²]. DP [CS²⁴].

DP-GCN [CS²⁴]. DQN [LYGG²²]. Drift [HKR²³, HSB²², LYZ²⁴, OLL²⁰, PE²⁰].

Drifting [RKC²⁹].

[AT²¹, BMTT¹⁸, PPDSBLP¹⁶, WZLZ²¹, WJLY²³, WZB²³, XML¹⁸, YMX²³, HGWY²³, ZZY²³].

Drifting [RKC²⁹].

Dual-Level [LSH²²]. Dual-MGAN [LSL²²]. Dual-Side [LZJ²³, DWE].

Dual-aware [GLV²³]. Dual-Embedding [CSHZ²¹].

Duration [ZCS²] During [JLZ²²]. DWE [JXGZ¹⁹]. DWE-Med [JXGZ¹⁹].

Dynamic [AK²¹, AH²⁴, CLJC²⁴, DWH²³, DERU¹⁷, HYYT²¹, HCH²⁴b, JXGZ¹⁹, JYH²³, JZX²³, KG²⁴, LNG¹⁸, LFY²³, LJL²³, LWC²³, LPJ²⁴, QZL²³, RCM², RBBV¹⁸, RU¹⁸, RTG¹⁷, SBZ¹⁹, SOK²⁰, SCS²⁰, THR²⁰, WJLL²¹, WC¹⁵, XJW²¹, XL²², YZZ²², ZCF²³, ZHZ²³, ZZY²⁴b, ZMW²⁴, ZZYW²², ZCL²², LCZ²⁰].

Dynamical [CNZ²¹]. Dynamically [HSS²², MPG²³].

Dynamics [ACK²², ABS¹⁹, IYS¹², KSB²¹, VFA²⁵, WX²², BX²³, JYJ²₄].

E-Commerce [XML¹⁸]. E-News [VAFZ¹⁹].

Early [CZW²⁴, PNB²⁴, CSF²¹]. Edge [BLH²², CTP²⁶, HAK²³, HLH²⁴, LHZ²³, Pap¹⁵, WWW²², WLS²⁴].

Edge-based [WWW²⁴]. Edge-enhanced [LHZ²³]. Edge-Type [WLS²⁴].

Edge2vec [WWW²⁴]. Edges [HSY²¹, MSR²⁴]. Editor [Agg²²].

Editor-in-Chief [Agg²²]. Editorial [EK¹², TWC²⁰, vLCV²⁰]. Editors [vLCV²⁰].

EffCause [PZJ²⁴]. Effect [HML²⁴, KCL²³]. Effective [CWW²⁴, LW²³a, WLX²³, WLT²⁹, XRGZ²², YZW²⁴, CRST²⁰]. Effects [GXZ²², WGC²³, VALF²²]. Efficiency [QZB²³]. Efficient [AH²⁴, BHW²³, BNY²⁰, BBCG¹⁰, CGL²³, CG²³, CYW²³, DDL²⁴, HZW²⁴, JSP²¹, LWS²², LZY²³, LSL²², LJ²³, LJK²¹, LWY²⁶, LLX²⁴, MM²¹, MZ²⁰, OJL²², RZ²², DTU²¹, TLZ²⁰, WDD²⁰, WLX²³, WLY²⁴, YLK²³, YZ²⁴, YZH²³, YZW²³, YWW²¹, YLL²⁴, ZZW²⁰, ZHL²¹, ZYZZ²², ZLY²⁰a, AF⁰⁹, CX²¹, HAKU²⁰, WC¹², YLL²²].

Efficiently [PZJ²⁴, WLR²⁴, ZSM²²].

EFMVFL [HWZ²³].

Ego [ZMT²⁴, ML¹⁴]. Ego-graphs [ZMC²⁴].

Eigen [CTP²⁶]. Eigen-Optimization [CTP²⁶].

Elastic [Dor²¹]. Electric [WZR²³]. elements [SSK²⁰].

Eliminating [LWB²⁴]. Embedding [AFW²¹, CSHZ²², Dor²¹, FAV²³, GFM²¹, HLZH²¹, HSY²¹, JYY²¹, JBGW²⁴, KCR²⁴, LHW²¹, LTN²³, LOM²², LLL²¹, LFL²³, PZW²⁸, QZL²³, QZB²³, RBF²¹, SYXW²², SWD²¹, SHH²⁰, TLZ²⁰, WWW²², WZW²², WLX²³, WN²²b, WZB²³, XSZ²², YHZ²⁴, ZWG²⁰, ZGHM²¹, ZYZZ²², ZWL²², ZLT²³, ZLSC²³].

Embeddings [GL²², JXGZ¹⁹, JHJK²², RJK²⁰, WMZL²⁴].

Emerging [KPI²¹, NWA²⁰, YDS²⁵].

Emerging-Pattern [YDS²⁵].

Emotion [CRC²³].

Employing [LWL²³, ZHL²³].

Enabled [ZWB²²]. Enabling [HGW²³].

Encoder [ZJ²⁴]. Encoders [ZJW²³].

Encoding [GC¹⁹]. End [NWA²⁰, HDC²⁷].

End-to-End [NWA²⁰].

Endogenous [KSB²¹].

Energy [DWW²², JKP²¹].
Enhance [BLW14]. Enhanced
[AEVBEE20, CS22, LXR+23, LL24, SYZB24, SMY+24, WZZ+22, WWZW23, GXL24, LH2Z+23, WDL+21, XLQ+24].
Enhancement [YSW+21]. Enhancements
[LLL+21]. Enhancing
[MDV11, SLK+24, SMW+24, XML18].
Ensemble
[BC18, CS22, GBBC24, JV20, LQW+18, LLC+21, LH+22, NGMQ22, TLL+19, WCS+18, WHC+23, ZSC+23, ZLD14].
Ensembles
[AHGA14, ABW23, HSBB2, LTB18, NGB18, PC20, RA16, DAR09].
Entangled [LH+24]. Enterprise
[YZW+24]. entire [YCJ+20]. Entities
[KCR23]. Entity
[AKM18, BG21, BIPR13, HCC+18, KCR23, WTZL22, ZWYW24, BG07]. Entity-Based
[HCC+18]. Entropy
[AYB21, WSY21, SSM+18].
Enumerating [PSP+18]. Environment
[ZMW+24]. Environmental [HQWW22].
Environments [YSW+21]. Epidemic
[FSXL23]. Epistemic [BAC23].
Equivalence [JZS23]. Era [TWCO16].
Error [AKM17, LCLL21, LSH20, MGL+20].
Error-Tolerant [MGL+20]. Errors
[IKK19, WJLL21, LCZ07]. Establishing
[DDW22]. Estate [FXG+16]. Estimate
[Cos22]. Estimates [CMZS15]. Estimating
[ELH23, JSP15, LLS+21, PV24, WLR+14].
Estimation
[BLW14, HML+24, KCL+20, LG2Y+19, NK21, Var22, WSDL19, WCZ+22, YWC24, ZLZ+19, ZZY+23]. Estimations
[MM12]. Estimators
[THB18]. Euclidean
[AH24, CV24, Cos22]. Evaluating
[HHJK22, MHIK19]. Evaluation
[GCL+19a, GNMQ21, LQW+18, MCSV20, WCX24, XRGZ24]. Evaluator
[GLG+22].
Evasion
[LV18]. Evasion-Robust
[LV18].
Event
[ABSP+18, CF19, LOW+21, OLL20, PZW+18, PLS+21, WLP18, ZGY+22, AP09, KT09, VFA+15]. event-based
[AP09]. Event-Oriented
[PZW+18].
Events
[HW21, LHN+20, IHS07]. Evidence
[DKSK22, Lap20, LL24]. Evolution
[LGZ+23, PLS+21, THB18, ZCF+17, LKF07].
Evolutionary
[JH20, WWWH19, XZYL12, APU09, CSZ+09]. evolutions [LCZ+09].
Evolving
[BC18, GBBC24, NADF21, WWWH19, ZF2H12, DCF+21].
Exact
[LG11]. examples
[MS09].
Exclusive
[YWWZ+24]. exhibition
[HDC07].
Existing
[QHH22]. Exogenous
[KSB+21].
Expanding
[MS09]. Expansion
[FFZ+24].
Experimental
[KSB+21]. Experiments
[GNMQ21]. Expert
[DWD+20, DA19, GFM21, HHZ+18, LYT+23, MSC+19, MMM16, WLX+23].
Explainability
[KL23].
Explainability-Based
[KL23].
Explainable
[GXZ+22, HL22, LZY24, WZL+23, ZH23].
Explainer
[SGM+24]. Explanations
[SZWR22, SFDV21]. Explanatory
[SATK20]. Explicit
[KCP+24, XY+20].
Exploiting
[BLW14, FCFQ17, HLL+20, LZY+24, LLD+24, NTNP18, PSF13, PMC22, WMW+22, XJW+21, ZPC+16].
Exploration
[KN18, PA18, RBB18, SATK20, ZZY+21, vLCV+18, vLCV+19].
Exploratory
[LZ+15]. Exploring
[DCF+21, HSY+21, IWC+23, SMK18, WCS+18, XYW+20, YYY+21, YSW+21, ZWD24]. Exponent
[PAS24].
Exponential
[LCLL21]. Exposure
[CW+24a, ZS24]. Express
[CZZ+23, LGY+19]. expression
[YCJ+20].
Extension
[ZYY+16]. Extension-Based
[ZYY16]. Extensions
[CSSP15, LML+16].
Exterior
[HCY+23]. External
[DKSK22].
Extracting
[LLL+20, KVC17]. Extraction
[AF22, AS21, FYN22, GTH12, IWL18, LWH+23, NC22, YWH+19, ZGC18].
Extrapolation
[LCZ+07]. Extrema
[ZYY24a]. Extreme
[CS22]. Extremely
[LZ2+22a]. Eye
[ASJ+23]. Eye-gaze
[ASJ+23].
Face [HSS+17]. Facelift [HCY+23]. Factor [AF16, CSHZ21, HL22, Kor10, LLZ+21, RWD23]. Factor-Bounded [LLZ+21].

Factorization
[BNY20, CZH18, CCLZ18, CS22, DSTA22, EC20, GXZ+22, HNHD14, LCLL21, LSS+11, LCF19, LLZ+21, MV14, PKH+17, RABR23, SI24, SGCH23, WDL+21, WLD+23, WLP18, ZHT20, ZGHM21]. Factorizations [DKA11]. Factors
[CRM+23, FCWQ17, HDQ+18]. Failure [PSYJ24]. Fair
[GZSM24, LZX+24, LZY+24b, SYZ+24a].

FairGAT [KS24]. Fairness
[BSS+24, CRP+24, JCS+23, KS24, WZLZ23, WCX24, ZMW+24]. Fairness-Aware
[CRP+24, KS24]. Fake [DLZ+24]. Families
[PCVR22]. Far [WCZ+24]. farms [ZP09].

Fast [AKM20, CPYT21, FSK09, JS21, KN18, KRKB19, MLM21, ME11, QXBT16, SFP10, SKSČ17, SHF18, SOK+20, SLO+21, WNH15, WCL+23a, WJR+10, ZZG+21, ZTT+20, ZELS24].

Fast-But-Approximate [KN18]. Faster
[BBC+19, BLP21, ZYD+24a]. Fastest
[SYZ+24b]. FastHAND [YWZ+24].

fatigue [CSF+12]. Fault [CNZ+17].

Feature [BZ21, CNY+16, CCC09, GQH22, GFHL23, GSVJ20, GXZ+22, JLD+19, LHL+22, LZX+24, PKSM21, SZD+23, SFWD19, SYC+24, TL14, THYL24, WYYW19, WHMY17, XWW+24, XXZ19, YYP+16, YWDP16, YLL21b, YYD22, YLL+24, ZLLW23, ZZY+23, ZGY+22, ZH21, ZZYW22, YLK13].

Feature-preserved [CC09]. Features
[BAMK18, GCL+19b, HKR+23, IZW14, RLDL24, YDS+15, ZFW22]. Featureing
[YWC+16].

FedEgo [ZMC+24]. Federated
[CWY+23, HWZ+24, MYC+24, THYL24, YHLC23, YCW+24, ZMC+24, ZFL+24].

Feedback [DWD+20, HDQ+18, XYW+20].

FETILDA [XRGZ24]. Few [DWL+24, LSL+22, RYM+24, WDH+24, ZFL+24].

Few-Label [ZFL+24]. Few-Shot
[DWL+24, RYM+24, WDH+24]. Fiber
[HW21]. Field [JLH+13, TLG+23]. fields
[WC12]. FiFrauD [KG24]. Fight
[YLL+21a]. Filter [PXW+22]. Filtering
[CTX+17, HDQ+18, LLC+21, LZY+24b, LHZ+24, LGW+24, NK20, ZSM22, Kor10].

Filters [dVKC11]. Finance [ZZY+24b].

Financial [KG24, XRGZ24]. Finding
[BBC+24, CKMS08, DA19, hDRNID21, GMF21, JPJ+22, RTG17, SSL+23, WLX+23].


First [Bur21, CRGP14]. Fisher
[SZF+23, PSFV13]. Fit [YHC12].

Fitness
[LG+23]. FitRec [LG+23]. Fitting
[CHZ23]. Five [BCK+18]. Fixed [DERU17].

Flexible
[CGZW16, HWZ+24, SHF18, ZB20]. Flow
[BHW+17, CLT+20, CZW+24, FLL+22, JCS+23, JDE+12, LLL+23b, LOM22, LH22, MRC+22, RLDL24, SZLP16, XLL+21, YWG+22, ZXY21]. Flow-Based
[BHW+17, LOM22]. Flow-Level [JDE+12].

Flows [SAS16]. fly [GBBC24]. Following
[ABW20].

Forecasting
[CRM+23, CXWH24, CHZ23, DCF+21, DSL+24, DDY+24, FFZ+24, JSF+24, LCLL21, LLC+22, LLL+23b, LYY24, LG23, ZGY+22, VALF12].

foreground [KUU10]. Forest
[BC24, MLW+22, LHN+20, MWL+22].

Forest-distances [BC24]. Forgetting
[MH22]. Formal
[JRC+23].

Formulation
[BALL13, CMS23].

Forums [BWD10].

Fourier [LWZ14].

Framework
[AHGA14, ACE20, ABW20, BBB+22, BLW14, GF23, HLZH18, HCY+23, KZM+23, LT10, LWH+24, MM12, PFTR16, PSYJ24, RYM+24, TYG+15, TLZ+20, WLD+19, WTD24, WXT+24, WZZ+24, WJR+10, XRGZ24, XKW+14, XLT+20, ZWG+19, ZWYZ24, ZWWW20, ZLD14, ZYH19, ASHK14, AP09, DG10, GG08, HGV+08, ...]
JTYY10. Fraud [HSS+17, KG24].
FraudDetector [YZH+18]. Fraudulent
[YZH+18]. Free
[Ang20, CZH18, XZ23, BFPP07].
Frequency
[MN20, WCZ+22, ZB20, ZFJ23]. Frequent
[NADR21, RU14, RGAAC+24, ZLT+15,
CX10, GMSS13, HDC07, JP09, MXC+07,
THD+08, TVL10, ZCS10]. Friendly [Tat19].
Friendship [NK21, WLS+23]. FSPMiner
[RGAAC+24]. Fukunaga [PSFV13].
FulBM [ZELS24]. Fully [DERU17,
SOK+20, SCS20, ZELS24, ZWYZ24].
Function [JK22, KSV+16, YTH18].
Function-on-Function [YTH18].
Functional [LLW+21, ZHT20, ZP23].
Functions
[ES15, HST+23, SATK20, SYZ+24a]. Fused
[LCG+18]. Fusion
[ASJ+23, CWWL24, LJJ+23, LHG+24,
LF23, WPW23, YSLL24, ZYS+21].
Fusion-based [YSLL24]. Fuzzy
[LLLW22, LL24, RWD23, ZZZ+20b].

G [BMTT18, ZLY+20a]. G-RoI [BMTT18].
G-Skyline [ZLY+20a]. Game
[LFXC24, SRVM24, XLT+20, ZLT09].
Games [JSV+15]. Gaming [JSV+15].
GAN [ZLD+23]. Gap [LYWL12, ZKCY07].
Gap-Constrained [LYWL12]. Gate
[LYN+24]. Gated [CLT+20]. Gauge
[VMR17]. Gaussian [LCLL17, SM23]. gaze
[ASJ+23]. GBAGC [XKW+14]. GCN
[CS24, XLS24]. Gender [BSK24]. Gene
[KZZ+20, YCJW08]. General
[CPP20, HLN16, KZM+23, WLL+21,
XKW+14, ZJJ+14]. Generalization
[DSL+24, LWB+24, SMW+24, SYXZ23,
YMX+23]. Generalized
[Cos22, LFXC24, WLD+23]. Generalizing
[AF16, HZL20]. Generate
[RLDL24, VFA+15]. Generating
[Chel8, DLZ+24, SB21b, WTD24, WNC+18].
Generation [ALW+24, Han24, HGW+21,
QWH+24, TZR24, ZLY+20b, THD+08].
Generation-based [Han24]. Generative
[CWL+24b, MHS20, PNB24, RYM+24,
WDL+23, ZYL+12, ZLD+23, ZJJ+24].
Generator [HGW+21]. Generic
[HZL20, WSZL14, WDF22]. genome
[ZZW09]. genome-wide [ZZW09].
Genuine [SB21b]. Geo [CLYC23, HCY+23].
Geo-Tagged [CLYC23]. Geographic
[FXG+16]. Geolocation [BPW+18].
Geometric [CGL+23]. Geometrically
[BC18]. Geometry [SRVM24]. Geospatial
RGL+23. Geospatial-temporal
RGL+23. Geotagged [BMTT18].
GGATB [CSZ+21]. GGATB-LSTM
[CSZ+21]. GLAD [YHL15]. Global
[AFZ22, CSZ+21, DERU17, LHZ+23,
LZG+24, LYF+24, XXG+24, ZLLW23,
YLL+24]. glycobiology [HAKU+08]. GN
[JS21]. GNN [CSM+24]. Going [RZF+24].
Good [LCW24]. GOOWE [BC18]. GPS
[JCC23]. GPU [YLL19]. GRACE
[KZM+23]. Gradient [AF16, WYG+17].
Gradients [XZW+22]. Grained
[XZSY19, ZFWC18]. GrammarViz
[SLW+18]. Granger [AZBW21, LHS+21].
Granularity [LH+24, LYF+24]. Graph
[BHW+17, BMZY21, BBK19, CCV19,
CWL+24b, CCLZ18, CTC+22, CRM+23,
CCTW23, CRP+24, CXWH24, CE24,
CFX+24, CLJC24, CQH+24, CGZW16,
CGL18, DWH+23, DWL+24, Dor21, DIB24,
FH14, FJZT24, GXY+22, GF23, GFHL23,
GWZZ17, Han24, HAK+23, HST+23,
HSS+17, HF24, HYTT21, HLH+24, JPJ+22,
JYY+21, JCB+16, Jia24, JZX+23, JS21,
KCR+24, KZM+23, KKB22, KMH+24,
KG24, KCR23, KS24, KSV+16, KCP+24,
LKF07, LFY+23, LJJ+23, LHZ+23,
LWC+23, LYT+23, LLZ+23, LLL23a,
LWWW24, LZY+24a, LFXC24, LJK18,
LLG+23, LWW+21, LGZ+23, LXR+23,
LCX+23, LHZ+24, LILJ24, LZL24,
LFL+23, LF23, LJG+24, MLM21, MNK18,
NLG16, NLA23, OGT+21, Pap15, PE20,
PKH+17, QHW22, RZy+23, RZf+24,
RQM+24, RBF+21, SKSc17, SYK22,
SOK+20, SLO+21, DTU21, SYz+24b,
SSL+23, SJHY24, SMY+24, TLG+23, Tat19,
WZZ+22, WDF22, WZWC23, WVG+23,
WCHH23, WPW23, WGL+23, WHD+24,
WOGZ24, WQZ+16, WLS+23, WPDZ21,
WMW+22, WZB+23, WZL+23c. Graph
[XLI+21, XLS24, XKW+14, XSY+22,
XHO+24, YYS+24, YWR+19, YSY+22,
YZZ22, YWL+24, YSL24, YZH+18,
Z23, ZGHM21, ZHL+21, ZLT+23, ZL23,
ZZY24a, ZHL24, ZZY+24b, ZZF24,
ZMC+24, ZLZ+24, ZYD24b, ZJ24, ZZY+21,
ZLDL23, ZLSC24, ZZZ20a, ZCL+22,
ZHSL23, ZMZS23, ZCL24, ZBA20, JP09,
WMZL24, SLL+22. Graph-Regularization
[BBK19, GYX+22, HSS+17, KCR23,
CCTW23, GFHL23, LWW24, ZL23].
Graph-Enhanced [WZZ+22].
Graph-Level [RZF+24, LJG+24].
Graph-Mining [YZH+18].
Graph-Regularization [ZZ23]. Graphical
[LYN+24]. Graph [CL18]. Graphlets
[RAC+21]. Graphs [ANK14, AAB+24,
AKM20, BBC+19, Bur21, BGC14, CTP+16,
CY11, DPDG18, EGT14, HCH+24b,
KTA+11, LRR+19, NADR21, NLA23, PA18,
QZB+23, RU18, SÖ22, SMW+24, WZL+15,
WBL21, WLX+23, WN22b, XZ23, ZFF23,
ZWY24, ZWC+23, ZZY+21, APU09,
CBLH12, KVNO7, ZMC+24]. Graph-Let
[HST+23]. Grassmann [HLC19, WHG+18].
Greedyly [CDS16]. Greedy [WGYC21].
Grey [NGB18]. Grid
[YWC24, ZCC+24, TC09]. GrOD
[XWZ+22]. Grounded [LWG+22]. Group
[BS2+24, CXWH24, LCG+18, LLW22,
SFP10, SRBC22, SYL16, SH15, TC18,
WWLM23, XWV+24, YHLC23, YHL15,
ZCF+17, TLZ+08]. Group-Aware
[CXWH24]. Group-based [YHLC23].
Group-Wise [XWW+24]. Grouping
[CSZ+21]. Groups [LSGZ19, DMG+21].
Growth [DMI12]. GT [TC18]. Guarantee
[hDRNID21]. Guarantees [BIPR13, RU14].
Guest [EK12, WC016, LCV+19].
Guided [BMZY21, BGV12, KS21, LF18,
SNH+13, LZG+24, THD+08].
HADI [KTA+11]. Handwritten [MG24].
Harnessing [YJT+24]. HARP [W21].
Hash [PSY24]. Hashing [CSSP15,
LWW+23b, MVLW+22, WSY+16, ZLLZ21].
Hashtag [CMBT22]. Hashtags [CMBT22].
HCBST [SKM+22]. Head
[WWW+16, WPD+24]. Head-Modifier
[WWW+16]. Headline [ALW+24]. Health
[LH+21, WC016]. Healthcare
[KFI+23, MFHL10]. Heat [HYYQ15].
heavy [CKMS08]. Heterogeneity
[YFY+16]. Heterogeneous
[AS21, CQH24, DKS22, DPDG18,
GMS21, HLHZ18, HSY+21, HFL+22,
JYY+21, JZX+23, KCR+24, KFI+23,
LAN+18, LSGZ19, LVH+21, LZZ+22b,
LWG+24, PC20, PLS+21, QCD+19, QZL23,
RAC+21, SBZR19, SNH+13, TLZ+20,
WLX+23, WLS+24, WLH24, WSY+16,
WMW+22, WN22b, YTL18, YSL24,
ZGHM21, ZWLS22, ZXL22, ZYS+21, ZL15,
ZHS+19, HNH+13].
Heterogeneous-Length [QCD+19].
Heterophily [HLH+24]. Heuristic
[ZZL+19]. HGVRisk [LSG24]. Hi
[RZF+24]. Hi-PART [RZF+24]. Hidden
[FCWQ17, WLHH23, FS09, ZCS10].
Hierarchical
[CMZ15, CHY+24, CRGP14, FLC23, GY15,
IAB22, JPJ+22, LZG+24, LYN+24, LTB18,
LWY16, LLB+22, PZW+18, RZF+24,
SLL+23, SMD+21, WZL22, WZ21,
WDL+21, WPW23, WGL+23, WDH+24,
ZLH24, ZLD14, CKMS08]. Hierarchies
[SCS14]. High [DGB16, GFL+24, LDS+22,
MFHL10, OJLD22, PGR18, SB24, SHF24,
WZL+23b, WTD24, WHMY17, WLT19,
XKH$^{+16}$, ZHL$^{+21}$, ZZY$^{+21}$, KKZ09).

High-Dimensional [MFHL10, PGR18, SHF24, XKH$^{+16}$, KKZ09]. High-Order [GFL$^{+24}$, WZL$^{+23b}$, ZZY$^{+21}$].

High-Quality [ZHL$^{+21}$]. High-Speed [DGB16]. High-Utility [LDS$^{+22}$, WLT19].

High-Value [OJLD22]. Higher [PMC22, ZHL$^{+21}$]. Higher-order [ZHL$^{+21}$]. Hilbert [CV24]. Historical [CTC$^{+22}$]. History [XLQ$^{+24}$].

History-enhanced [XLQ$^{+24}$]. HITS [KMH$^{+24}$]. HITS-based [KMH$^{+24}$].

Hitters [CKMS08]. HIVE [LTB18]. HIVE-COTE [LTB18]. HMM [HCZ$^{+14}$].

Holistic [YWS$^{+22}$]. Homogeneity [HTT$^{+24}$]. Homophily [LLG$^{+23}$].

Homoskedastic [SM23]. hop [ZELS24].

Household [ASPT21, JKP$^{+21}$]. Housing [LYG$^{+19}$]. Human [AKM17, BTB22, DDL24, HLL$^{+20}$, LTN$^{+21}$, SKW$^{+21}$, VLK$^{+23}$, YLHY20, YWC$^{+16}$, YDW$^{+23}$].

Human-in-the-loop [DDL24]. HUSP [ZDY$^{+24a}$]. HUSP-SP [ZDY$^{+24a}$]. HW [MWL$^{+22}$]. HW-Forest [MWL$^{+22}$]. Hybrid [BPW$^{+18}$, CMQ19, LYTZ22, LWC$^{+23}$, SKM$^{+22}$, ZWC$^{+22}$].

Hyperbolic [ZWLS22]. hypercubes [WAD12]. Hyperedges [WN22a, AMIL13].

Hypergraph [HTT$^{+24}$, JGHW24, LZZ$^{+23}$, WNN22a, LDL$^{+24}$]. Hypergraphs [AASL23, BBC$^{+24}$, CYL$^{+24}$, SCS20, LK20].

Hyperparameters [SYXZ23]. Hypothesis [LZJ$^{+15}$].

ICU [LSS$^{+22}$, WLC$^{+17}$]. ID [CXL$^{+24}$].

ID-SR [CXL$^{+24}$]. Identification [ABSP$^{+18}$, HLL22, KP18, NLG16, ZTL15a].

Identified [SL3$^{+22}$]. Identify [HKR$^{+23}$, SH15]. Identifying [ASPT21, ERSK14, ZS24, ZWLG$^{+19}$]. If [GW21]. iGRM [NGB18]. iHypR [AMIL13]. IID [YHLC23]. Image [LWB$^{+24}$, LZZ$^{+22}$, LWW23a, PSYJ24, RBBV18, RQM$^{+24}$, XCL22, YSG$^{+21}$, ZZZ$^{+21}$, ZZLZ21, ZZZ$^{+20a}$]. Images [MG24, YCJ108]. Imbalance [BSS$^{+24}$, RWD23, SI21, SKM$^{+22}$].

Imbalanced [CHZ23]. Impact [GS19]. Implicit [HDQ$^{+18}$, KCP$^{+24}$, LXR$^{+23}$, LWG$^{+24}$, SGC$^{+23}$]. Importance [YYJ$^{+21}$, ZII21]. Imprecise [YWC24].

Impression [LSH$^{+22}$]. Improve [SYXZ23, XL16]. Improved [BBK19, BJI21, DSKK22, NGB18, YWW$^{+21}$].

Improvement [CGL$^{+23}$]. improvements [WAD12]. Improving [CSM$^{+24}$, CDSV16, LHZ$^{+24}$, ML15, WMZL24, XJZ21, ZGC18, ZXL22, ZWH$^{+16}$].

Imputation [ABW12, MGL$^{+20}$, PFC$^{+24}$, PNB24, YWC24]. In-Processing [WZL23].

Inaccurate [NGM22]. Incoherent [CL12]. Income [ASPT21]. Incomplete [LCN14, LL24, NGM22]. ZTT$^{+20}$, ZJZ$^{+24}$].

Incorporated [LCF19]. Incorporating [DWD$^{+20}$, HDQ$^{+18}$, SJHY24, ZGC18].

Increased [ZS24]. Incremental [CSX21, GQH22, STP$^{+08}$, WJLL21, YZH$^{+18}$, ZYY16, ZGY$^{+22}$].

Incrementally [CBLH12]. Independence [ZHX$^{+23}$]. Indexing [MRJ11, RBV18, XJZ21, ZHSL23].

Indirect [WSS$^{+16}$]. Individual [HML$^{+24}$, LVH$^{+21}$]. Individuality [GF23].

Induced [LF23]. Inductive [DIB24, QZB$^{+23}$, SJHY24]. Industrial [GHT$^{+24}$]. Industry [SMS22]. Infer [YTL18].

Inference [CTX$^{+17}$, CZH18, CMQ19, DWH$^{+23}$, GY$^{+15}$, LH22, LGF10, RABR23, SRVM24, WZX$^{+23}$, WZB$^{+23}$, XZL21, XZSY19, YCL$^{+21}$, BGG9].

Inferring [ABW20, GRLK12, LYL$^{+20}$, THR16, SSK$^{+10}$]. Infinite [CXL$^{+24}$].

Influence [BAC23, CYY$^{+22}$, CDV12, GRLK12, GW20, GW21, HK18, HLL$^{+20}$, LGG$^{+23}$, LXY$^{+17}$, QZL23, TKT$^{+24}$, WLL$^{+21}$, WGYC21, YMPH20, YWR$^{+23}$, ZTL$^{+15b}$, ZL15].

Influenced [ZTL$^{+15b}$]. Influencer


Link [CGL+23, CDV21, DKA11, JYH+23, RBF+21, WZW+22, WLS+24, WHL24, YLW+19, YLZ24, ZPH09]. Link-building [CGL+23]. Linkage [OJLD22, dVKCC].

Linkages [HZW+15]. Linking [CHY+24].


Long-Form [JRC+23]. Long-Form [JRC+23]. Long-range [FLL+22]. Long-Tail [HCC+18, ZYY24a]. Long-Tailed [ZLHZ24].


Low-Rank [CLY12, LSF18, WN22b, CTT+23, ZSC+23].

LSAB [HHL+24]. LSTM [LYGG22, CSZ+21].


Minimization [CPYT21, LCLL21, TLL+19, WHG+18], minimize [KSM09]. Minimum [ASPT21, MV14, XZ23]. Mining [AEEBEE20, AK15, BB17, CL18, CO18, GM18, GLFV+19, GLZ+21, GLMW22, GZXF16, GLW+23, HH19, HYYT21, HGY24, JH19, JP09, JCB+16, KTA+11, KR16, Lap20, LLYL12, LHS+21, LLB+22, LGZ+23, LXH+23, LWI+23, LML+16, MHKG19, NADR21, PCVR22, PZW+18, PLL+10, QST18, RCM+13, RV20, RGAÅC+24, Row16, SMDHT21, SMS22, SHF18, SB24, SAS16, SLTA11, TYG+15, Var22, WZL+16, WLC+17, WDDB20, WTD4, WLT19, WLL+22b, WCL+23b, YYS+24, YZH+18, YDS+15, ZKCY07, ZLT+15, ZDY+22, ZYD+24a, ZWH+16, AF09, CX10, GMIT07, GG08, GMSS13, HAKU+08, JMR08, KRPS12, RPT10, THD+08, TVK10, ZCS10, ZLT09, MMDJ16]. 


Multi-Dimensional [GLZ+21, PMC22]. Multi-Document [QCD+19].

Multi-Domain [CGZW16]. Multi-Fuzzy-Constrainted [LLI22].

Multi-Grained [ZFWC18]. Multi-granularity [LYF+24].

Multi-Graph [LJI+23, NLA23, OGT+21].

Multi-Instance [BFRL13, LGI+24].


Multi-Level [CLYC23, CQH+24, SJHY24, LGS+23].

Multi-Modal [WSZ+16, ACE20, CWL+24, YHZ+24].

Multi-Network [GMS21].

Multi-objective [MH22, MHS20, PKSM21].


Multi-Source [WN22b, YHZ+24, ZGY+22, WLW+19].

Multi-Stage [HYYT21]. Multi-style [ZLY+20b].

Multi-Task [GMS21, GHT+24, LCG+23, OGV22, SYG+24, ACE20, YLYH20, ZHY19].

Multi-Transaction [WCZ+22].


Multi-Way [DDY+24]. Multi-weight [HYYT21].

Multiclass [LYL+20].

Multidimensional [BB17, MRTW19, PC20, PLL+10].

Multidocument [WZL+11]. Multifaceted [WZL+23a]. Multigraphs [LJK18].

Multilabel [WSZ+14, ZZ10, YL+13].

Multilayer [Cos22, GBGL20]. Multilevel [PLL+10].

Multimedia [GZX+21].

Multimodal [GZX+21]. Multimodal-Attention [LWCZ24].

Multinomial [KRBK19]. Multiobjective [SMK+18].

Multiplayer [JSV+15]. Multiple [ABW23, CLY12, CLT+20, CXH+20].

Multiresolution [HRR+21, HGT+24, HGZ+21, IYSU12, JY+19, JYD+19, LCW20, LZZ+22b, LHY+24, NLY+24, SHL19, SYW+24, SYZ+24a, TBW+23, WCL+17, WYG+21, WNZ+2b, CFD10, WND+09].

Multiple-instance [SYG+24]. Multiplex [LWS22].

Multirelational [JMR+08]. Multiresolution [CS14].

Multisource [CSF+12, YSL+24].

Multitask [LYL+20, ZY14, ZL15, YLK13].

Multivariate

Naïve [LLW16], Name [PMC22, TS09]. Named [WTZL22]. Nationwide [CXWH24]. Natural [ABDM21]. NBA [VALF12]. Near [CCV19, JK22].


Networks [ZHLZ24, ZFWC18, ZL15, ZHS+19, ZPC+16, ZBAG20, AM13, AGHN13, CT14, CC12, HNH+13, KN07, LCZ+09, LTH+13, ML14, WC12, ZFY14]. Neural [BG21, CLT+20, CRP+24, CXWH24, DWH+23, FLG+21, FLL+22, GBBC24, HF24, KMH+24, LLL+21, LH+23, LLL+23, LILJ24, MLM21, OGT+21, QHW22, SYZB24, SYK22, SSL+23, SMI+24, WCHH23, WLS+23, WPZD21, WMW+22, WZL+23c, XLQ+24, XSYY20, XYW+20, YL24, ZGW+19, ZHH2, ZLZ+24, ZLHZ24, ZCL+22, ZBAG20].

Predictions [GSI19]. Poisson [WLG+24].


Prominence [AMIL13]. Prominent [ZJL+14].

Promotion [ZPC+16]. Propagation [KMH+24, LHW+20, LXY+17, YWH+15].

Properties [BSS+24, VFA+15, Bal13].

Protect [LCW+24]. Protected [BSS+24].

Protecting [RTM18]. ProtoMGAE [ZJ24].


Pruning [WLT19]. Pseudo [DHZ24].

Pseudo-Likelihood [DHZ24].

Pseudodimension [RV20]. PSL [LYL+22].


Punitive [KRC19]. Put [ALW+24, PPDSBLP16]. Puzzle [SRVM24].

Quality [CXWH24, CTZ16, GLMW22, JCC23, LQW+18, MDV11, QZB+23, RGL+23, WSDL19, XW22, XZSY19, ZHL+21].

Quality-Informed [GLMW22].

Quantification [MFS24]. Quantifiers [ES15]. Quantifying [YDW+23].


Quaternion [ZLT+23]. Quaternions [ZLT+23].

Queries [HCC+18, WWW+16, ZLY+20a].

Query [AT17, HCC+18, LLLW22, MSC+19, PXW+22, WQZ+16, CRST09].

query-defined [CRST09]. Query-Driven [AT17]. Querying [WY15, WTD24].

Question [BWD10, GFM21, WMZL24, ALB09].

Question-Answering [BWD10].


Rank [CLY12, DSTA22, DKSL18, HH19, LSH18, TLL+19, TKT+24, WXY+16, WN22b, YSG+21, CCT+23, ZSC+23, ZGC18].

Ranking [BES15, CNZ+17, DYS20, FXG+16, GJDX14, JLLH+13, LSH+22, LWL+23a, ML2+21, Mn20, SRBC22, YDE+22, AMIL13, JLL14].

Ranking-Based [LWW23a]. Rapid [SYLC16]. Rare [KR16, MN20, NWA20].

Rare-Class [NWA20]. Rate [DLZ+24, XYGC21]. Rating [LWH+24, XL5, XZLL21, YCC+15].

Ratings [FCWQ17, WZL*23b].


Real-Time [AOEM17, BLH+22, LCWC20, MGL+20, ODC+24, WSDL19, LSH20].

Real-World [CS24, CYL+24]. Realistic [DLZ+24, SB21a, VFA+15, WNC+18].

Really [PFC+24]. Realtime [LOW+21].

Reasoning [LZY+24a, LZL*24, RQM+24].

Receptive [TLG23]. reciprocity [LTH+13]. Recognition [HLC19, HCC+14, JSE+23, LTH+21, LLL+20, NWA20, SKW+21, WDTL22, XCL22, YSW+21].

Recommend [CCLZ18].

Recommendation [CW+24a, CMGT22, CLYC23, CCTW23, CSIZ21, CKC+18, CDV1, CXL+24, FY22, GLF+22, GXY+22, HHL+24, HZZ+15, HCH24a, HF24, HCC+18, JCQ+23, JBGW24, JHC+23, JZX+23, L19, LWX23, LHZ+23, LWG+16, LFC+17, LCF19, LGZ+21, LJ+22, LZZ+24, LZY+24b, LYF+24, LG+24, LWW+24, LWW24].
Recommendations [FCWQ17, HTT’24, LYN’24, MRC’22, SGC’23]. Recommender
[Che18, CC19, FN24, ABDM21, LH22, LGS’23, WCX24, ZWC22, ZH23, ZYS’21].
Reframing
Region-Relation-Aware
Redundant
ZWB22, PSFV13, ZZ10].
CV24, GNMQ21, GBTL14, MDV11, MG24, ZWB22, PSFV13, ZZ10].
Redundant
[AZD’21]. Reduced [DMGC21]. Reducing
[WJLL21]. Reduction [CYY’22, CCT’23, CV24, GNMQ21, GBTL14, MDV11, MG24, ZWB22, PSFV13, ZZ10].
Reflect [BG09]. Reframing [HO14].
Region [TBW23]. Region
[BMTT18, ZCL’22]. Region-of-Interest
[BMTT18]. Region-Relation-Aware
ZCL’22]. Regional [RLDL24]. regions
[CBLH12]. Regression [Dor21, GXZ’22, HO14, KCL’20, LBT’23, LWH’24, MYL’21, OGAB14, SHL19, SATK20, STD’18, YTH18, YDE’22, ZLZ’19].
Regressions [LZZ’22a]. Regularization
[CC19, CWWL24, GY15, MG24, YTH18, YZZ22, ZZZ23, ZY14]. Regularized
[CGZW16, PKH’17, WCL19]. Regulation
[LSH’22]. Reinforcement
[CZZ’23, CCTW23, FSXL23, FYN22, LL19, MYC’24, YYY’21, ZRZ’22]. Relatedness
[ZGC18]. Relation [CTC’22, ZW21, WZZ’23a, ZWYW24, ZCL’22, KKB22].
Relation-aware [WZL’23a]. Relational
[AK15, AKM18, GYX’22, JLZ’22, NGB18, BG07]. Relations [DSTA22, VDMC22, WZL’23c, CBRB09, SMA’08].
Relationship [LAN’18, LHS’21, MYB19, SBZR19, WSM’18, GEG’08, ZY13].
Relationships [CDC23, JSV’15, LYM’23, LXG’23, PJZ’24, PMC22, YTL18, ZY14].
Relative [PFTR16]. Release [KFI’23].
Relevance [LGF10]. Relevant [BGJV12].
Reliability [WZB’23]. Reliability-Driven
[WZB’23]. Reliable [CWW’24].
Rematching [LYT’23]. REMIAN
[MGL’20]. Remote [XZSY19]. Repetitive
[LWC’23]. Representation
[CTC’22, CG23, CCT’23, CCTW23, CLJC24, Dor19, DPDG18, Han24, HLC19, HLM’24, JH22, JS21, LWC’23, LL23a, LZG’24, LLG’23, LCX’23, LYF’24, LYG’24, RYJ’23, RZF’24, SYD’16, TLG’23, WHG’18, WCL19, WXW’21, WZJ’22, WWG’23, WLYL23, WCL’23a, YSG’21, YSW’21, ZHF23, ZL23, ZWY24, ZFWC18, ZJ24, ZLW21b, ZGQ’24].
Representations
[Che18, DKS22, JZX’23, LWG’22, WXJ’21, WZL’23b, XGZ24].
Representative
[CYL’24, WY15, ZLY’20a, MS09].
Reputation [SRBC22, XML18].
Reputation-Based [SRBC22]. requirement [ZKCY07]. Residual
[ZXZ’23]. Resistance [SRBC22].
Resisting [WLS’24]. Resolution
[AKM18, ASPT21, KCR23, BG07].
resolutions [WND’09]. Resource
[ZYJ’22]. Resource-efficient [ZYJ’22].
Response [SYZ’24a]. Responsive
[ZMW’24]. REST [CWW’24a]. Restricted
[JSC’19]. results [GMMT07]. Resume
[LP20]. Retail [LCLL21]. Retraceable
[PA24]. Retrieve [CCK’18, DKS21, LW23a, LWJ’21, MCS’18, PSYJ24, QWH’24, WZL23, ZL22]. Retweet
[ZTL’15b]. Revealing [JSV’15]. Reverse
Self-Adaptive [LLW], Self-Organized [LLW]

Self-Paced [LLH+24, ZLD]

Self-Representation [WCL+23a]

Self-sufficient [Web10], Self-Supervised [CLJC24, JH22, Han24, JBGW24, LYT+23, RZY+23, WMZL24]

Self-supervision [SM23], Self-training [ZL+23], Self-weighted [ZZZ+20b], Semantic [CMBT22, GLW+23, II08, LWW+21, MXC+07, WLL+22a, WZL+23c, YWR+19, ZGC18, ZLZ22, SMA+08, GXL24], Semantic-LDA [GXL24], Semantics [AF22, GXL24, WPW23], Semantics-enhanced [GXL24], Semi [CCLZ18, CRC+23, CQH+24, CWWL24, DD09, Dor21, DIB24, LSL+22, LYT+23, LWH+24, NGMQ22, WN22a, XLS24, YWS+22, YWL+24, ZYWW24]

Semi-analytical [DD09], Semi-Supervised [CRC+23, CQH+24, LYT+23, LWH+24, NGMQ22, WN22a, XLS24, YWS+22, CCLZ18, CWWL24, Dor21, DIB24, LSL+22, YWL+24, ZYWW24]

Semiautomated [BES15], Semiconductor [ZH16], Semisupervised [AHGA14, HCZ+14], SemRe [ZGC18], SemRe-Rank [ZGC18], Sensing [NGB18, XZSY19], Sensitive [CSSP15, HO14, LZY+24b, SI21, YWR+23, Vad10], Sensor [HQWW22, WSDL19], Sentence [CMBT22, JH22, WZLG13, WZLG12], Sentence-to-Hashtags [CMBT22], Sentiment [CRC+23, IKK19, JXW+21, YWC+16, ZCQZ19], separability [ASHK14], Sequence [BJ21, LZG+24, LZL+24, SOL22, WDDB20, ZJL+14, ZDY+22, ZYD+24a, ZCS10], Sequence-To-Sequence [BJ21], Sequences [BTB22, GLZ+21, PXW+22, XLT+20, KT09, ZKCY07], Sequential [GLFV+19, GCG22, GHT+24, HHL+24, HF24, HGWY23, HGY24, IYSU12, JH19, LHZ+23, LYN+24, LDS+22, LYF+24, MRC+22, MM12, SM21, SFDW19, WLL+22b, WCL+23b, XYZ+20, ZLGY24, ZFWC18, PLL10], Serendipity [XYW+20].

Series [ABW123, ABSP+18, ABW20, AZBW21, CHZ23, DSI+24, DDY+24, GST16, LLC+22, LLY+24, LT18, MMMJ16, PZJ+24, RET+23, RCM+13, SHL19, SLW+18, SGM+24, TBW23, TR22, ZLD+23, ZSM22, CRM+23, CE24, MH22, ZJJ+24].

Server [MYC+24], Server-Client [MYC+24], Services [WLW+19, YYC+21, YWH+15, YTW+16], Session [JCQ+23, KN18, WCH23].

Session-Based [KN18, JCQ+23], Sessions [JCQ+23], Set [CXH+20, JSE+23, YWS+22, PXW+22, WAD12], set-covering [WAD12], Setting [BBB+22], Settings [WLL+21], SGD [SYXZ23], sGrapp [SO22], Share [XL16], Shared [JZX+23, JTYY10], shared-subspace [JTYY10], Sharing [BWD10, EC20, WGC+16], Shelf [ZDY+22, SB24], Shift [LWB+24], Shifted [ZB20], Shifted-Scaled [ZB20], Shifts [TBW23], Shop [YTW+16], Shop-Type [YTW+16], Short [BAMK18, HZL20, JLZ+22, JHC+23, TWC22], Short-Term [HZL20, JHC+23, TWC22], Short-Text [BAMK18, JLZ+22], Shortcut [Pap15], Shortcuts [ZHL22], Shortest [MRJ11], MSR+24, Shortest-Path [MRJ11], Shot [DWL+24, RYM+24, WDH+24], shrinking [LKF07], Side [LZY+24b, LGM+24, ZYS+21], SigGAN [CDC23], SIGKDD [ACP13, BBD+07, MG09, WL16, GSTC12, GL15, Wan10], Signals [Row16], Signed [CDC23].
Stability [HK18]. Stable [KZW*22].
Structures [BB17, JPJ+22, WDH+24]. Student [LZZ+22b]. Study [SLK+24, ZZW09]. style [ZLY+20b]. Sub [GLG+22]. Sub-tracks [GLG+22].
Subclasses [NWA20]. Subgraph [CLJC24, NADR21, SSL+23, WLS+23, TVK10]. Subgraph-Based [WLS+23]. Subgraphs [BBC+24, hDRNID21, PSP+18, PE20, RTG17]. Subgroups [RV20]. subjective [HGV+08]. Subsampled [KZW+22]. Subsequence [SGM+24].
Subsequence-based [SGM+24]. Subsequences [LYWL12, RCM+13]. subsets [SRX+08]. Subspace [AT17, GFHL23, GFL+24, HSBH19, MYPB20, NC22, JTYY10, KKZ09].
Substantial [WAD12]. Substitutes [ZWG+19]. Subtensor [SHF18].
Suggest [MLM+16]. Suite [RE+23]. Sum [WHG+18]. summaries [KT09].
Summarization [AAB+24, JPJ+22, KKB22, LOW+21, NTPN18, PA18, QCD+19, WZL+11, WZLG13, ZLSC24, WZLG12] Summarizing [MVT12, WWM23].

Susceptibilities [LSZ+19]. Susceptibility [ACK+22, ZS24].} swap [GMMT07]. Swarm [JBGW24, XXZ19]. Sybils [YWY+14].

Symbolic [CG23]. Symmetrization [ZHH24]. Sync [YWR+19].

Synchronization [LZD16].

Synchronization-Core-Based [LZD16].


Targeted [HGY24]. Targeting [CPC10].

Task [DKSK22, GMS21, GHT+24, LCX+23, MAHT18, OGG22, SYL16, SYG+24, WDH+24, WMW+22, XZS+22, YYC+21, YZ14, ACE20, YLY20, ZYH19].

Task-Oriented [XZS+22]. Tasks [BGJ12, CLY12, LZZ+22b, MPG+23, TYW+21].


Techniques [RJK+20, WZLZ23].


Tendency [BMZY21, KBR+16].

Tendency-Guided [BMZY21]. Tensor [ASZ21, BNY20, DDA+24, DKA11, HW21, HQW22, PFS15, SC14, SGCH19, WLP18, ZSC+23, STP+08]. Tensor-Based [ASZ21].

Tensorizing [JGG+19]. Tensors [FLC23, JK23, YLL19]. Tenuous [SSL+23].

Term [HZL20, JHC+23, ZGC18, TWC22].

Test [KZW+22, MAHT18, ZZX+23, ZYY24].

Test-time [ZYY24]. Testing [LZF+15].

Text [BES15, BAMK18, CWW+24, ES15, GBBC24, GA22, JZL+22, KL23, LWJW24, MHK19, MN20, MES22, QCD+19, WPW23, WPD+24, YGL+22, YLO8].

Text-level [LWW24]. Text-Only [CWW+24]. Their [BGWSB19, LCZ+09, ZBAG20]. Theoretical [BES15, XKH+16].

Theory [CT14, GBGL20, JIA+24, VWM+23, YWC24, YDW+23, ZWS24, STP+08]. Things [NGB18]. Third [HWZ+24]. Thousands [WCZ+24].

Three [LLY+21, LLZ+23, LDS+22, PPDBLP16, RYM+24, WLL+22b, YLL19]. Three-Order [YLL19].

Three-Tier [RDC+24].

Three-Tier [LDS+22]. Three-Way [WLL+22b, LLZ+23]. Threshold [SB24].

Thresholded [JG16]. Thresholding [ZLZ+19]. Tie [SLL+23]. Tied [MNK18].

Tier [LDS+22]. Tiered [DTU21].

Ties [HDT+18, MYB19]. Tight [RU14]. Time [ABW22, AOEM17, ABSP+18, ABW20, AZBW21, BLH+22, CRM+23, CE24, CSZ+21, CHZ23, CYL+24, DLS+24, DDY+24, GXL21, GYT+22, GSST16, KHR18, LLC+22, LWC+23, LYY+24,}

Time-Aware [GXL21, GYX+22, XSS+22, CSZ+21].

Time-Series [GSST16, LLC+22, MMMJ16, PZJ+24, SHL19, TR22, CRM+23, CE24, MH22, ZZJ+24].

Time-Varying [QXTB16, WBL21, YZZ22].

Time-Warped [ZHT20].

Timescales [IYSU12].

TipTap [NADR21].

TKDD [CT14, vLCV+19, MG09, TWC016, Wan10, ZPSYY10, vLCV+18].

TKDD-CASIN [CT14].

Today [BT21].

Together [PPDSBLP16].

Token-Blocking [OJLD22].

Tolerant [MLT+20], TOMGPT [CWW+24].

Top [ML15, SB24, BBC+19].

Top+[SB24, ML15, BBC+19].

Topic [GXL24, GCG22, HDQ+18, HLCR20, HF12, IAB22, IYSU12, JLZ+22, LZP20, QCD+19, TLZ+08, WZL+23c].

Topic-Disentangled [WZL+23c].

Topics [LML+16, PZW+18].

Topology [CS24, DIB24, GWZZ17, WZL+22].

Total [BBC+24].

Totally-ordered [ZGLY24].

Tourism [SMS22].

Tourist [CLYC23].

TPmod [BMZY21].

TRACE [FY22].

Traceable [XWW+24].

Tracing [FSXL23, WMZL24].

Tracking [BBB+22].

tracks [GLG+22].

Tradeoff [QZB+23].

Trading [LYGG22, WZZ+24].

Traffic [DMGC21, CLT+20, DWH+23, HW21, JDE+12, LFY+23, LJL+23, LLL+23b, LCX+23, RDL24].

Trafficicking [VLK+23].

Training [CWW+24, LZL+22, LWH+24, WWZL23, WOGZ24, XZW+22, ZWYZ24, WMZL24, ZLD+23].

Trajectories [LQW15, MXP20, RTM18, TYG+15, ZBL+20].

Trajectory [CHY+24, DDL21, GLG+22, HXY+19, JCC23, XLYQ+24].

Trajectory-User [CHY+24].

Transaction [WCZ+22].

Transactions [Agg22].

Transduction [MES22].

Transductive [MES22].

Transfer [AHGA14, AZBW21, BGJV12, DKS22, JYH+23, Jia24, LSS+22, LXC+22, LYR22, LYN+24, LGZ+21, LXX+24, MES22, SZF+23, WN15, XWZ+22, ZFY14].

Transferable [RM+24, SW+21, WH+24].

Transference [OGV22].

Transforming [WXY219].

Transform [SM21, SCCM22].

Transformation [HYYQ15, LLL+23b, LT18, THYL24, XWW+24].

Transformation-Based [LT18].

Transformer [LZL+23, TR22, TZR24].

transforms [PSF13].

Transit [ELH23, LH22].

Transitivity [JSP15].

Translated [WSZ+16].

Translations [DA19].

Transmission [GSS19, ZHSL23].

Transparency [GBW+24].

Transport [DCF+21].

Transportation [LH22, LXC+23, LSH20].

Travel [FY22].

Traversals [TAJY17].

Treatment [CSZ+21, HML+24, KCL+20].

Tree [LLB+22, RZF+24, THD+08, ZH21, VAD10].

Tree-Based [ZH21].

Trees [MRJ11, SI21, HAKU+08, LCZ07, VCKP08].

Trends [KP18].

Triadic [HDT+18, YWR+23, LTH+13].

Triangle [CC12, JSP15, PPDSBLP16, SOK+20, SLO+21, YSY+22, BBCG10].

Triangle-Driven [PPDSBLP16].

Triangles [AKM20, DERU17, LJK18].

TRIEST [DERU17].

Trifactization [WN15].

Triggered [PSYJ24].

Trillion [PS+18].

Trillions [RCM+13].

Trip [CCTW23].

Triplet [SWY+24].

Truncated [TLG+23].

Truss [CCG+24].

Truss-based [CCG+24].

Trust [GXL21, HZZ+15, HNH+13].

Trustworthy [CXL+24, ZGQ+24].

Truth [WZX+23, WZB+23].

TS [ABW123].

TTS [DDY+24].

TTS-Norm [DDY+24].

Tucker
[JK23]. Twain [HDC07]. Tweet [LLD+24].
Twitter
[BPW+18, CFP19, MCS+18, VMR17]. Two
[Dor19, SG12, HDC07]. Two-end [HDC07].
Type [LYZ+24, WLS+24, YTW+16].

[WZL+15, ZH21]. Uncertain
[AF13, LZX22]. Uncertainties [CHZ23]. Uncertainty [AZD+21, BAC23, XLO+24].
Uncertainty-aware [XZLL21]. Uncoupled [NK20]. Uncovering [BBB+22,
CRGP14, WLHH23, YWW+14, ZHSL23].
Underground [ZCL19]. Understanding
[HHJK22, SGM+24, WZL+22, WGC+23, XZLL21]. Undirected [MRTW19].
Unification [AF16]. Unified
[GF23, MHS20, PCTR16, ZI21, WLW+19, WZL+23c, YL21b, ZWWH20].
Uniform [PV24]. Uniqueness [DSTA22]. Univariate
[PC20]. Universal [VFA+15]. Unknown
[KZW+22]. Unlabeled [WPDZ21].
Unobserved [YMX+23]. Unpaired
[YWC24]. Unsupervised [CNY+16,
GFHL23, KG24, KCR23, KR16, MCSZ20,
NC22, PZW+18, SLK+24, SZD+23, SB21a,
WWW+16, YLHY20, ZLD+23, ZRJ+22].
Untrustworthy [TYG+15]. Unweighted
[BBC+19]. Unwilling [GW21]. Urban
DCF+21, ELH23, LGZ+23, LZZL24,
RLDL24, WSDL19, XZSY19, XSY20,
ZCC+24]. Usage [HGWY23]. Usage
[SDS18, WAL+21]. Use [SH15]. Used
[WFW+11]. User
[Chel8, CHY+24, DW22, FN24, GFM21,
GBTL14, HHL+24, HLL+20, JHC+23,
KHTR18, LL19, LWG+16, LZZL+24, LZZL24,
MYB19, NTPN18, QHW22, RTM18, Row16,
SYZB24, SNH+13, TYZZ10, WCL19,
WZL+23a, WWLM23, XYZ+20, YCC+15,
ZTL15a, ZFY14]. User-Centric [RTM18].
User-Guided [SNH+13]. User-item
[WWLM23]. User-Preferred [LZZ+24].

User-Specific [LL19]. Users
[AEEBBE20, BGWSB19, HCZ+14, LPK+15,
LT10, ML15, DMG+21, ZS24]. Using
[AFZ22, AOEM17, ASP21, CYY+22,
CTC+22, CLYC23, CTZ16, DKA11, HZZ+15,
JSP15, KPI8, LZZL+24, MHS20, MN20,
MG24, PE20, PXW+22, PNB24, QZL23,
RKR18, RABR23, SATK20, STD+18, SB24,
SAS16, THB18, WNH15, WY+17,
XKH+16, YWR+19, YWC24, ZB20,
ZGY+22, dVCC+11, CGL+23, HNH+13,
II08, KU10, LSH20, SMS22, SJR08, ZP09]. Utility
[BTB22, BU20, GLZ+21, HGWY23, LDM+22, SB24, WWLM23,
WTD24, WFW+11, WLT19, ZDY+22,
ZYT+24a, ZLZY24]. Utility-driven
[HGWY23]. Utility-Theoretic [BU20]. Utilizing
[SM+08].

Vaccine [ZP15]. Valence [SLL+23]. Valid
[DPB+20]. Validity [HGV+08]. Value
[BJ21, MGL+20, ME11, OJLD22, WPD+24].
Values [WHG+18]. Vanishing [CNZ+17].
Variable [AZBW21, LZZL+22, OGAB14,
SLW+18, YWK+22, YMX+23, ZCS10].
Variable-Driven [YMX+23]. Variable-lag
[AZBW21]. Variable-Length [SWL+18].
Variance [AZD+21, CWR23, MNK18].
Variance-aware [CWR23]. Variant
[HLC19]. Variation [LZZ+19]. Variational
[CH23, IAB22, LZZL23a, ZWC22]. Varied
[WGC+23]. Various [LYYL21]. Varying
[ACK+22, BSS+24, QXTB16, WBL21,
YZZ22]. Vector
[CHX+20, JLD+19, PBMD14, RWD23,
SMS22, WXW+21, AGH113]. Vectors
[CMS24, ZB20]. Vehicle [WZR+23].
Veracity [VMR17]. Version [DDL24].
Vertical [HWZ+24, ZFL+24]. vertically
[MWF08, VCKP08]. Very
[GJ16, LK20, AF09]. Via
[MAHT18, YSW+21, ZXL22, ZZY+23,
ACK+22, NBY20, BLP21, CWL+24a,
CGL+23, CCT+23, CJC24, CHY+24,
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